Huangshan, hongcun, xidi, taiping lake three days tour
D1. After a group of Chinese food in tangkou, drive to yixian county to visit the bionic
ox-shaped village [hongcun village] (104 yuan/person, about 90 minutes' visit). The village was
built in the song dynasty.Magnificent, simple and spacious dongxian hall, sanli hall;Rigorous
shuren hall, shangyuan hall and other ancestral halls and nanhu academy;The gate of the lane is
deep, the ancient view shop beside the bluestone street...With smooth like a mirror, bogs and
rippling south lake, the ray hills, towering ancient residence garden in one hundred, and the
peony and explore the wall green Shi Mu, constitute a perfect artistic whole, after visiting
"peach garden in somebody else's" [XiDi] (tickets for 104 yuan/person, about 1.5 hours) swim
'doctor first', 'dear don' attractions, such as to XiDi ancient villages, visit "in the peach garden"
[XiDi] (tickets for 104 yuan/person, about 1.5 hours) doctor 'first' 'dear hall, etc.It was built in
the reign of emperor you of the northern song dynasty, developed in the middle of the Ming
dynasty, and reached its peak in the early qing dynasty.Check into tangkou hotel after dinner.
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D2.Take bus to huangshan scenic spot, transfer to the center and take the transportation bus to
yungu temple (about 40 minutes). Hike up the mountain (the whole journey is about 7
kilometers, and it takes about 2 hours. You can decide to walk or take cable car according to
your physical strength and personal conditions).YouQingLiang platform, far view the monkey
view sea, dream having flowers, swimming, the second peak of huangshan mountain light (east
China inhabited the top), tianhai, aojiang fish peak, the sight or rock cave, and fish swim
"flower" locations - step ladder, huangshan, lotus peak, the highest peak to huangshan never
wins - jade screen tower scenic area, enjoy huangshan marks - one thousand guest-greeting pine,
walking down the hill (about 7 km, about two hours on foot, jade screen cable car stopped,) to
huangshan hot spring, one of the four unique scenic area, view of organ, peach blossom peak,
such as transfer traffic to tangkou arrived (about 20 minutes), feet, or return to warm
home.Night stays under the mountain.
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D3, after breakfast, go to taiping lake, tour the national AAAA level scenic spots, national
wetland park - taiping lake scenic area, take a view of taiping lake sightseeing by boat and a
lake monkey island, city of peace, bank kiln village, (taiping lake tourist resources are rich,
lakes and mountains, green hill, rolling water charm gracefuls, clear blue lake, islands scattered
like a pearl, known as "huangshan couples", "Chinese jade", "pearl of the world", "Oriental
Geneva".The famous poet praised: "the tianchi is not this kind, the taihu lake is not this deep,
the three gorges is not this green, the li river is not this smoke cloud, the rich spring is not this
high and cold, the west son is not this chest, the qianlong is not this eye, the jiangnan is not this
water journey" about 3 hours after lunch, the journey ended.
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